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CUSTOM MADE DEPENDABILITY 

Optical Fibre Systems can offer cable assemblies manufactured from “Military Grade Riser” cable as well as “Loose 

Tube” cables pre-terminated. 

These cable assemblies are ideal for industrial applications or for cable assemblies that may share ducting with 

other heavier cable types and depending on the cable choice can offer significant advantages in rodent resistance 

at sites where pests and vermin might be a problem. 

We can also pre-locate cable glands onto these assemblies before connectorisation 

The factory can offer quick turn-around for small quantities of cable assemblies and as every lead is made to order 

assembly length and connector styles include hybrid assemblies are easily accommodated. 

HEAVY DUTY CABLE ASSEMBLIES 

Optical Fibre Systems manufactures optical fibre pigtails, patch leads, and hybrid cable assemblies to customer 

specifications, with either single-mode or multimode fibre. 

Our use of premium quality, industry recognised, connectors and cables combined with our stringent assembly 

procedures and quality control methods ensures that Optical Fibre Systems cable assemblies achieve superior 

optical performance and mechanical strength. 

Every cable assembly manufactured by Optical Fibre Systems is built to the customer’s requirements, examined 

and tested in accordance with EIA 455-95 to exceed the connector manufacturer’s insertion loss and return loss 

specifications.  Typical insertion losses are less than 0.3 dB. 

Our facility is capable of handling both large and small volume assembly requirements, as well as PC polish (PC), 

ultra PC polish (UPC), and angled PC polish (APC) techniques.  In addition we stock a quantity of cable assem-

blies pre-terminated with popular connector types to reduce turn around time in breakdown situations. 

Our facility has the latest range of test equipment to ensure that product delivered is of the highest quality and 

within specification.  This equipment includes a DORC interferometer and a range of Return Loss Test Sets capa-

ble of measurements at wavelengths of 1310nm and 1550nm.  All cable assemblies are 100% tested before 

dispatch to the customer. 

The factory can offer quick turn-around for small quantities of cable assemblies and as every lead is made to 

order assembly length and connector styles include hybrid assemblies are easily accommodated. 

OFS-CAB-09D2-MIL-VI-20 Pictured (20m LC-FC Duplex, D-Series-MIL, SMOF) 

HOW TO ORDER SINGLEMODE CABLE ASSEMBLIES 
All Optical Fibre Systems Pty. Ltd. Cable assemblies can be identified by their part number - this is made up from the amalgamation of a “CABLE CODE”   

“CONNECTOR CODES”   “LENGTH” 

 

CABLE CODES (FOR SMOF)   +   CONNECTOR CODES (FOR SMOF)  +             LENGTH(m) 

090 → 900µm Tight Buffered Fibre SMOF (Yellow)    H → ST/UPC   P → DIN (47256) 

291 → 250µm Tight Buffered Fibre SMOF (Clear)    D → FDDI-MIC   Q → ESCON 

091 → Simplex SMOF (3mm Jacket, Yellow)     F → D4    R → DIN/APC 

091-2 → Simplex SMOF (2mm Jacket, Yelllow)    I → FC/UPC   S → DSC/APC  

092 → Duplex SMOF (3mm Jacket, Yelllow)     J → SC/UPC   T → MTRJ(Ribbon Cord Only) 

092-2 → Duplex SMOF (2mm Jacket, Yelllow)    K → DSC/UPC   U → MU (2mm Cord Only) 

09D2-MIL → 2 Fibre D-Series Military Cable SMOF (5mm Jacket, Black) L → FC/APC (SII Comp)  V → LC/UPC 

09D2 → 2 Fibre D-Series Cable SMOF (5mm Jacket, Black)   M → SC/APC   W → E2000/UPC 

         N → FC/APC (SG Comp)  X → E2000/APC 

                

EXAMPLE PART NUMER:  

OFS-CAB-09D2-MIL-IV-20 

(OFS Cable Assembly, Duplex Military Tactical Cable—SMOF, FC/UPC Connectors at one end, LC/UPC Connectors at opposite end, 20m in length) 
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HOW TO ORDER MULTI-MODE CABLE ASSEMBLIES 
All Optical Fibre Systems Pty. Ltd. Cable assemblies can be identified by their part number - this is made up from the amalgamation of a “CABLE CODE”   

“CONNECTOR CODES”   “LENGTH” 

 

CABLE CODES (FOR MMOF)   +   CONNECTOR CODES (FOR MMOF)  +             LENGTH(m) 

620 → 900µm Tight Buffered Fibre, 62.5/125µm MMOF (Natural)  A → ST    G → DSC 

621 → Simplex 62.5/125µm MMOF (3mm Jacket, Grey)   A2 → ST(230µm)   P → DIN (47256) 

622 → Duplex 62.5/125µm MMOF (3mm Jacket, Grey)   B → FC    Q → ESCON 

62D2 → 2 Fibre D-Series Cable 62.5/125µm (5mm Jacket, Black)  C → SMA906   T → MTRJ(Ribbon Cord Only) 

62D2-MIL → 2 Fibre D-Series-Military Cable 62.5/125 (5mm Jacket, Black) D → FDDI-MIC   U → SMA906 (230µm) 

520 → 900µm Tight Buffered Fibre, 50/125µm MMOF (Orange)  E → SC    V → LC 

501 → Simplex 50/125µm MMOF (3mm Jacket, Orange)   F → D4     

502 → Duplex 50/125µm MMOF (3mm Jacket, Orange)       

50D2 → 2 Fibre D-Series Cable 50/125µm (5mm Jacket, Black)      

50D2-MIL → 2 Fibre D-Series Military Cable 50/125 (5mm Jacket, Black) 

200 → Simplex 200/230µm (3mm Jacket, Black) 

                

EXAMPLE PART NUMER:  

OFS-CAB-62D2-AB-06 

(OFS Cable Assembly, Duplex Riser Cable - 62.5/125µm, ST Connectors at one end, FC Connectors at opposite end, 6m in length) 

MODE CONDITIONING CABLE ASSEMBLIES 

Optical Fibre Systems manufacture mode conditioning patch leads with your choice of 

connectors. 

 

These mode conditioning leads are used with 1000Base-LX transceivers are used in con-

junction with multimode premise cabling.. 

 

These leads essentially offset the single mode fibre when directed into the multimode 

fibre to induce high order modes in the multimode system.  This technique helps elimi-

nate differential mode delay. 

 

Every cable assembly manufactured by Optical Fibre Systems is built to the customer’s requirements, examined and tested in accordance with EIA 455-

95 to exceed the connector manufacturer’s insertion loss and return loss specifications. 

 

Our facility has the latest range of test equipment to ensure that product delivered is of the highest quality and within specification.  This equipment 

includes a DORC interferometer and a range of Return Loss Test Sets capable of measurements at wavelengths of 1310nm and 1550nm. 

 

Available only with DSC fitted on the single mode transmitter end of the cable assembly. 

PORTABLE CABLE REELS FOR SPECIAL FIELD ASSEMBLIES 

Combined with the heavy duty cable assemblies we offer, these reel make the deployment of tactical cables in 

the field fast and reliable. 

 

Police services and military applications and mining areas are ideally suited to these style of reels. 
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TIGHT BUFFERED CABLES 

General purpose optical fibre cable for indoor use and for fabricating cable assemblies.  Available 

in both Simplex, Duplex with your choice of fibre.  Fibre counts up to 2. 

Standard Stock Items 

OFS-A01-MM-62  Simplex, Multimode, 62.5/125µm 

OFS-A01-SM  Simplex, Singlemode 

OFS-A02-MM-62  Duplex, Multimode, 62.5/125µm 

OFS-A02-MM-50  Duplex, Multimode, 50/125µm 

OFS-A02-SM  Duplex, Singlemode 

RISER CABLE DESIGNS 

The “Riser” cable design is a compact design 

that saves on conduit space.  Flexible, with 

rugged high strength construction for long 

cable pulls.  Rated for Indoor/Outdoor appli-

cations.  Fibre counts available up to 144 fibres. 

Standard Stock Items 

OFS-R02-MM-62  2 Core, Multimode, 62.5/125µm 

OFS-R02-SM  2 Core, Singlemode 

OFS-R06-MM-62  6 Core, Multimode, 62.5/125µm 

OFS-R06-SM  6 Core, Singlemode 

MILITARY TACTICAL RISER CABLE DESIGNS 

 

 

 

 

This cable design was originally designed for 

Military applications and are ideal for use in 

harsh environments where deployment and 

retrieval for re-use is required. 

FEATURES 

 Extremely strong, lightweight, rugged, 

survivable tight buffered cables de-

signed for military tactical field use and 

commercial applications. 

 Compact, round cable design for ease of 

transportation and deployment. 

 Designed for use in adverse environ-

ments where reduced size and weight 

are important. 

 Helically stranded cable core for flexibil-

ity, deployment survivability and excep-

tional mechanical protection for the 

optical fibres. 

 Cables have been tested and are in use 

in military data communications appli-

cations worldwide. 

 Can be used outdoors for temporary 

deployment directly on the ground in all 

terrains, including severe environments. 

 Suitable for industrial, mining and pet-

rochemical environments - chemical 

resistant. 

 Crush-resistant and resilient with a 

thicker layer or aramid strength mem-

bers. 

 Polyeurethane jacket for abrasion, cut 

and chemical resistance. 

General Characteristics 

Operating temperature  -55 to  85C 

Storage temperature  -70 to  85C 

Crush resistance   440 N/cm 

CORRUGATED STEEL TAPE ARMOURING RISER CABLE DESIGNS 

The “Riser” cable design is a compact design that saves on con-

duit space.  When coupled with “Corrugated Steel Tape” (CST) 

armouring makes this cable a formidable deterent to rodent 

damage.   Rugged high strength construction for long cable 

pulls. 

Rated for Indoor/Outdoor applications.  Fibre counts available 

up to 144 fibres. 

These cables are generally custom ordered - call us for a detailed quotation. 

FESTOON CABLE DESIGNS 

The “Festoon” cable design is specifically designed for 

high flex operation that is resistant to oil and gases.  It 

has a wide storage and operating temperature range 

and no gel to migrate down the cable due to vibration 

or vertical installation. 

Rated for Indoor/Outdoor applications. 

Fibre counts available up to 18 fibres. 

These cables are generally custom ordered - call us for a detailed quotation. 

SPECIALIST CABLE DESIGNS 

Also available are many custom designs to suit a wide variety of applications including sub-

grouped cablesand aerial messenger cables - call us to discuss your application. 

 Aerial Messenger Cables            Sub-Grouped cables 
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LOOSE TUBE CABLES 

SINGLE TUBE LOOSE TUBE CABLE DESIGNS 

Up to 12 optical fibres are contained with in “single” central gel filled loose tube, strengthened 

with flexible non-metallic armour bonded to the inner Polyethylene sheath.  This design yields a 

minimum bend radius of 80mm. 

Designed for long haul applications and suitable for direct burial or installation in conduits, duct 

or trays.  Standard outer sheath options consist of a Polyethylene only sheath, or with the addi-

tion of Nylon over-sheath for termite resistance. 

Options Available: 

 Alternative grades of Single Mode Fibre (eg. G652.d, etc.) 

 Alternative grades of Multi Mode Fibre (eg. OM1, OM2, OM3, etc.) 

 Composite mix of Single and Multi Mode fibres within the same cable. 

 Corrugated Steel Tape Armouring 

 Additional sacrificial sheath to protect Nylon sheath during installation to maintain maxi-

mum Termite protection. 

 

Standard Stock Items 

OFS-LT06-MM-62 6 Core, Multimode, 62.5/125µm, Single Tube, Nylon Oversheath 

OFS-LT06-SM  6 Core, Singlemode, Single Tube, Nylon Oversheath 

OFS-LT12-MM-62 12 Core, Multimode, 62.5/125µm, Single Tube, Nylon Oversheath 

OFS-LT12-SM  12 Core, Singlemode, Single Tube, Nylon Oversheath 

MUTLI TUBE LOOSE TUBE CABLE DESIGNS 

Up to 36 or 324 optical fibres are contained with in multiple gel filled loose tubes, strengthened 

with central non-metallic strength member.  This design yields  

Designed for long haul applications and suitable for direct burial or installation in conduits, duct 

or trays.  Standard outer sheath options consist of a Polyethylene only sheath, or with the addi-

tion of Nylon over-sheath for termite resistance. 

Options Available: 

 Alternative grades of Single Mode Fibre (eg. G652.d, etc.) 

 Alternative grades of Multi Mode Fibre (eg. OM1, OM2, OM3, etc.) 

 Composite mix of Single and Multi Mode fibres within the same cable. 

 Additional sacrificial sheath to protect Nylon sheath during installation to maintain maxi-

mum Termite protection. 

 Corrugated Steel Tape Armouring. 

 

Standard Stock Items 

OFS-LT24-SM  24 Core, Singlemode, Single Tube, Nylon Oversheath 

(We can get most fibre counts and designs you require - just call us to discuss your needs) 


